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News

Green Park
You know that the summer has arrived when Monday
evenings mean climbing at Green Park. The 2017 season got
off to a good start on 10th April, with over twenty members
turning up for the climbing and the BBQ. Thanks go to
Moira for providing the bacon baps and tasty veggie
alternatives and scones, to Alan for bringing his BBQ, and
Paul and Jenny for cooking.
We are fortunate to have use of the wall at Green Park. In
order to retain access to the wall, it is important that we use
it.

Summer mid-week evening walks
Fancy an evening walk in Buckinghamshire this summer?
If so why not post a note on Yahoo! or Facebook. All you
need is a place to meet where cars can be parked, a route for
a walk and a pub for a drink afterwards. Simples.
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When?

Where?

12-14 May 2017

Lawrenny, Pembrokeshire
SN016 069

3-10 June 2017

Glenbrittle, Skye
NG 411 216

16-18 June 2017

Camping Meet - Hardhurst
Farm Campsite, Hope Valley
TBC

14-16 July 2017

Caseg Fraith, Snowdonia
(Family Meet)
SH 684 601

18-20 August 2017

Camping Meet, Wye Valley
- TBC

22-24 September 2017

The Birks, Seathwaite
SD 230 991

13-15 Oct 2017

Dewerstone Cottage, Devon,
SX 535 643

10-12 Nov 2017

Grange Farm Barn,
Hubberholme. N Yorks
SD 930 781

8-10 Dec 2017

Dalehead Bunkhouse, Peak
District
SK 101 843

Social Events
When?

Where?

2 October 2017

Slide Show – Aylesbury
Squash Club

20 November 2017

AGM – Aylesbury Squash
Club

16 December

Christmas Dinner – Seven
Stars - Dinton

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

last meets
Low House Coniston. Lake District 27 – 29 January 2017.
Moira Domican, Adam Gough, Graham Field, Fiona Leach, Bob Lee, Alex Sharp, Peter Anderson, Nick Haine and Sally
Woodbridge, James Evett, Val Lum, Nick, Chris and Freddie Lovell, Jon Erwood, Mel, Maryke and Raymond Gosliga.
Moira and Graham achieved a pleasant scramble ”Long Crag” on the
Friday. On Saturday, Moira, Graham, Adam and Fiona set off to do
two Grade 3 scrambles “Low water Beck “ and “Brim Fell”, but the
weather deteriorated to howling winds and blizzards and all was rather
slippery and scary!
Jonn tested his navigational skills on a snowy walk up the Old Man having
encountered snow at 400 metres and a white-out on the top.
It was Chris’ birthday. Nick Chris and Fred walked around Tarn Hows
from the hut in the rain, then to the pub for a birthday pint! "Thank you
to Moira for making me a lovely cake and to everyone for making my
birthday fun".
On Sunday, Graham, Adam G, Fiona and Moira did a round of Wetherlam with Moira navigating. .Nick and Sally also did a
round of Wetherlam and Old Man. The sun broke through and they had superb views of snowy summits. So, so lucky.

Glan Dena. Ogwen valley, Snowdonia 24 - 26 February 2017.
Moira Domican, Vince Slade, Graham Field, Phil Simpkin, Adam Gough, John
Erwood, Paul Turton, Barry Wright, Kay Luckman, Jenny Walker, Val Lum, James
Evett, John Erwood, John Wilson, Stephen Beazley, Max Ingman, Ian Hylton,
Diccon Proctor, Fiona Broadbent, Jackie Verrinder.
Moira, Graham, Vince and Phil arrived early on Friday and did a
pleasant 'diff' “Rowan Route” on Milestone buttress. The weather
deteriorated on Saturday, Ian and Fiona walked to Capel along the bridlepath.
Adam G and Graham took a wet and windy trudge up Heather Terrace to Bwlch
Tryfan. Jenny, Paul , Diccon, John E, John W, Barry and Kay, Jackie V and
Stephen had a trip to Anglesey to watch waves at Trearddar bay and a very windy but dry walk along the coast path to
Penrhyn Mawr.
Sunday26th. Jackie, Val, James, John W and Stephen walked from Capel around Llyn Crafnant and back. It became a test
of waterproof clothing with one gust of wind knocking three over!

High House, Borrowdale, Lake District 24 – 26 March
Rewarded by the combination of fresh snow on the tops and wall to wall
sunshine ensured several local peaks were conquered including Scafell Pike,
Great End and Glaramara
Shepherds Crag, Borrodale was visited both days, with Little Chamonix
being the main attraction. Diccon and Paul attempted a winter route but as
it was no longer winter, had to bail out because of the soft snow.
On the Saturday evening we all ate in the hut. Thanks go to: Moira and
Jenny, and a supporting cast, for the catering, Paul and Barry for the free
beer and Bob and Moira for the songs. The dinner was to mark Paul's 65th
birthday and Barry & Kay's wedding on Easter Saturday.

Don Whillans Hut – The Roaches 21 – 23 April
Vince Slade, Moira Domican, Graham Field, Phil Parry, James Evett, Val Lum,
Mel & Maryke Gosliga, John Wilson, Steve Newman, Nick & Chris Lovell,
Alex Sharp, Jenny Walker, Matt Jewell.
Vince, Moira, Phil & Graham arrived on Friday lunchtime and led some good
climbs at Hen Cloud, warming up on Great Chimney (S); a great route. On
Saturday parties climbed at the Upper Tier and the Skyline. Matt did his first
ever lead. [Well done] The walking party enjoyed good weather on the ridge,
ice cream and pub.

Log Book entries for the meets are on the ACC Yahoo group.
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next meets
Lawrenny, Pembrokeshire 12-14 May 2017
https://independenthostels.co.uk/members/lawrenny
millenniumhostel/
The club has stayed at Lawrenny several times in recent
years. Originally a village school, the hostel was created
in the late 1990s, initially as part of the YHA, but now it
is run by the local community. It is spacious and well
located for walking and climbing. St Govan’s Head and
Saddle Head are half an hour’s drive to the south; St
David’s Head an hour’s drive to the north west.

Glenbrittle Memorial Hut , Skye 3-10 June 2017
http://gbmh.co.uk/
OK, the weather is not always as it is in the picture, but
when it is, you can’t ask for a better location for easy
access to the Cuillin Ridge. The Hut is situated close to
the Cuillins in a sheltered glen to the south west of the
Ridge. The path to Sgurr Dearg and the “Inn Pin “ starts
at the Hut and other parts of the Cuillin Ridge may be
accessed easily. The situation is superb yet accessed by
road. For those wishing less challenging terrain, Loch
Brittle beach is nearby and there are excellent coastal
walks often shared with Sea Eagles, Peregrine Falcons
and many other birds of interest.
Family Meet, Caseg Fraith Snowdonia 14-16 July 2017
http://ulgmc.org/caseg.html
As usual we will be at Caseg Fraith in July for the ‘Family
Meet’. Caseg Fraith is near the top of the pass between
the Llugwy and the Ogwen Valleys in Snowdonia,
beneath Tryfan, 3.5 miles north-west of Capel Curig on
the A5. It is a large hut ideally situated for walking on
the Glyderau, Carneddau and Moel Siabod and for
climbing on Tryfan, in Cwm Idwal and on the Carneddau
and (with transport) Llanberis, Cloggy and Tremadog are
all within reach.
With Little Tryfan on the doorstep, there are ideal
opportunities for young and aspiring climbers. There is
good scrambling on the north face of Tryfan as well as
Bristly Ridge on Glyder Fach and easy scrabbles on Pen
Yr Ol Wen. For climbers: on Tryfan, there is Milestone
Buttress, and climbs from Heather Terrace. Idwal Slabs
are not far to the west and if you want a big day out,
with a long walk in and a long climb, try Amphitheatre
Buttress topping out on Carnedd Llewelyn.

There is no shortage of routes for walkers, with Tryfan,
the Glyders and the Carneddau all accessible on foot
from the hut.
As usual there will be the shared meal on the Saturday
night.
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Committee news
28 March 2017
Moira reported that the 2017 meets are going well. An
Easter camping trip is being considered if there is adequate
interest. Graham has a programme for 2018 bookings with
deposits being paid on some already. Joanne explained the
accounts. With good progress being made on hut bookings
into 2018, and with many hut owners now requiring
deposits with bookings, a significant amount is tied up on
hut deposits. Due to the popularity of meets, we are booking
larger huts. Also the cost of hut bookings is increasing. The
full cost of the meet is recouped at the time of the meet, but
in the intervening time, there is an effect on the club’s
cashflow.
Adam gave the update on membership: 66 adult members
and 8 juniors. Regarding the BMC insurance, every affiliated
club needs to maintain a record of members, submit the list
to BMC, and ensure guests are covered (currently as
‘prospective members’). Guests are only covered for a
period of 3 months prior to joining the club. Adam to check
with the BMC about the Family Meet.
Richard noted that the last newsletter was published on the
website in February and a link sent out by Yahoo, but several
members appear not to have seen it. In response to
feedback, Richard will publish shorter more frequent
newsletters and plans to email pdf copies to all members.
The next newsletter is planned for April. (yes 2017).

The suggestion was made of having a public facebook page,
as some thought that that more people would look there
(potential members).
Arrangements for the slide show and Green Park were
discussed; including catering arrangements for both.
A disclaimer by High House hut, that there was no first aid
box in the hut and that clubs should bring their own,
prompted discussion whether ACC should have a club first
aid kit. The general feeling was that club members are
strongly encouraged to carry a personal first aid kit,
therefore first aid is available on meets.
However; this is not necessarily the case at Green Park.
Members should be encouraged to bring first aid kits to
Green Park
‘Charitable drinking’ is gaining momentum, with £100 having
been donated to Wasdale Mountain Rescue from the High
House weekend.
Booking in: some members are ‘registering their
interest’,but fail to follow up to say they won’t attend the
meet. Paul to post a reminder. Currently only about half of
the people on a meet come to the pub on the Monday night,
meaning there is often a need to contact several people to
check whether they will attend.

Reverse Polarity - a Warning to Compass Users
A compass needle always point
North, right? Well it should but if it
has been stored next to a magnet for
a while, the polarity may become
reversed – the needle will point in
the wrong direction. It is easy
enough to picture the consequences
of trusting a faulty compass, but
what causes it to malfunction?

Magnetic fields exist around many
items we commonly carry with us on
the hill; mobiles & smart phones,
magnets hidden inside mobile phone
cases, GPS, cameras, car keys, small
magnets on belt fastenings and even
under-wired bras.
Lurking unexpectedly en route to the
hill are security loops as you enter
outdoor and food stores, and
loudspeakers in your car.
Four Golden Rules to avoid the
problem:
1.

Keep your compass in a
separate location to any
electronic gizmos you carry with
you on the hill, and ensure
when you are using it that it is
held well away from your body.

2.

Ensure you read the contours
on the map. You should have a
very clear idea as to what
should happen under your feet
as you walk on your compass
bearing. If this is not happening,
the alarm bells should be
ringing and you should reevaluate.*

3.

Always carry a spare compass in
the event of malfunction,
damage or loss.

4.

Check that your compass is
working correctly prior to
leaving home.

Précised from the UKC Article by
Heather Morning - MCofS Apr/2013.

*This reminds me of Jackie’s two rules of navigation: “If you are lost, the correct route is uphill”, and the precursor “Always
check your navigation before going downhill”.
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Local Climbing Walls - Green Park
Real Climbing ~
miles away!
Oxford Brookes

surprisingly, there is only one face that offers a vertical
climb.

Big Rock
Green Park
The Climb

High Sports

Westway

Reading
Climbing Centre

Continuing our round up of the local climbing walls used
by members of ACC, Green Park is in the spotlight this
time. In the last newsletter Bob wrote a piece about
Green Park and the arrangements for using it. Following
on from that, here is a bit about the history of the wall.
Green Park appears to be
relatively unique being an
outdoor wall constructed to
have the appearance and feel
of real rock. Being outdoors
makes it great on those long
hot summer evenings. But
even in the mild South of
England, it is not always dry,
never mind - there is always
the cave for the occasional
wet evening! Fortunately
there are relatively few evenings wet enough to force us
onto the overhanging routes. But the clever design does
offer everything from slabs to overhangs. Perhaps

As Bob noted, the wall is owned by the Scouts, as you
can see in the photo on the
left taken at the official
opening. [The chap at the
top of the far pinnacle
hoisting the Union Jack flag
taught me to climb when
he worked as an instructor
at The Climb at Amersham.
Ed.]
No review is complete
without mention of the
café. Green Park differs
from most local walls in
that there is not a permanent café! but rest assured, a
pop-up café appears (as if my magic) at the first and last
sessions each summer, and occasionally on other
occasions, such as when we host training sessions at
Green Park.
As well as the café nights being good value, the wall
itself is significantly cheaper than other walls in the
vicinity; £6 for adults and £4 for juniors. The only catch
is that to use the wall, you do have to be an ACC
member (for insurance purposes).
Finally, there are no first aid
facilities at the wall, so please
remember to bring your own kit
with you.
Richard Andrews

Photos taken on 10th April – the start of the 2017 season … roll on the lighter evenings!
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Caption Competition

There were no suggestions for the
Caption Competition in the last
newsletter, so you will have to put up
with mine! Ed. “Well, ‘e just walked
away”
Max, Thank you for the offer of the
bottle of wine, but you are safe to drink
it.

Hopefully the picture on the left (taken on the March meet) is
easier to caption. Please send suggestions to me at
trandrews@gmail.com.
Recycling on Meets
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling onmeets. Please
remember, if you brought it with you and it is recyclable, take it
home, or recycle locally . Thank You.
Newsletter Contributions
All contributions for the newsletters: articles, or other
contributions what would (or even might!) interest members are
welcome. Please email to Richard at: trandrews@gmail.com
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual
authors and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the
committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.
Kit
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops offer
discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at Stoney Stratford,
Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer discounts to
members when using the appropriate codes.

Slide Show Monday 3rd April
Richard kicked off the evening describing the cycle
ride he and his son did from Land's End to John
O'Groats in 2010. Paul Nurse and Diccon both
showed slides of recent winter climbs in the Lakes
and Scotland. Val showed some fascinating
pictures taken by her father who was a good
amateur photographer as well as a keen
mountaineer and sailor. [My childhood holidays
were distinctly tame by comparison! Ed.]
Final Paul T rounded off the evening with some
pictures from recent meets - in particular the
March meet at High House.
It was great to see Kerry again at the slide show.
We wish you a good continuing recovery and
hope you will be back on meets when fully
recovered.

Local Climbing Walls
Various members of the club climb at local walls. Mondays are
Green Park from 7pm. On Thursday evenings a regular group can
be found at Oxford Brookes. On Friday lunchtimes a group meets
at Reading. Finally at Big Rock at Milton Keynes on the last Friday
evening in the month there is a ‘Climb and Curry’ Evening.
Climbing from 7ish before retiring to the Purple Mango at around
9pm. Please contact Alex if you wish to join us.

Committee
Members

Committee post

Phone

Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2017

Meets 2018

Paul Turton
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Joanne Lock
Moira Domican
Graham Field

01844 238518
01296 713269
01844 345727
07855 900295
07887 750 500
07826 233559

Membership
Communications
Social

Adam Craig
Richard Andrews
Jenny Walker

07860 553984
01494 526645
01296 713269

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events,
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo! ,
Facebook and the website

www.acc.org.uk
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